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Introduction

It is estimated that the construction industry loses at least £3 billion a year due to poor logistics (Rogers, 2005). The construction industry makes up around 6.4% of the UK’s GDP (ONS, 2016), so there is a need for an improvement in construction logistics. Construction Consolidation Centres (CCCs) have been heralded as a great solution for construction logistics in terms of efficiency, but studies have never been made into their resilience; this poster outlines the key steps in the investigation into this topic.

Modelling

The models developed were used to compare a two-stage (without a CCC) and a three-stage (with a CCC) supply chain. Both of these were modelled as a minimum-cost flow problem and needed to include the following features in the model implemented in IBM ILOG CPLEX.

- Multi-commodity
- Dynamic
- Storage
- Disruptions

The disruption was modelled as a reduction in flow capacity across all arcs for a certain duration, and each Model was run in regular conditions (referred to as a) and in disrupted conditions (referred to as b).
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Results

The figure and table show that both the initial total cost is lower when the CCC is utilised, and there is a smaller percentage increase in costs due to disruptions. This is because the CCC provides cheaper short-term storage closer to the site. Demonstrated by the relatively smaller increase in storage cost due to disruption. Both models have almost no change in transport cost, a clear limitation of the model.

Conclusions and Further Work

There are many advantages to using CCCs, this work is only the start to determining whether one of these reasons is the improved resilience of the Construction supply chain. Model 2 has shown the ability to stay more cost-effective than Model 1 when subjected to network-wide disruption. These results could be different when just disrupting one link on the network, a more realistic scenario, the results will be dependent on the characteristics of the network and its connectivity. Although it is more cost-effective under disruption, it not a quantification of the resilience; it could still help investors to understand that CCCs are economically feasible and are cost-effective even in variable conditions.

In addition to the limitations with the model mentioned in the section above, some additional improvements and future work related to both the model and the entire body of work.
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